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About the Workshop Booklets
Roland’s Fantom G6, G7, and G8—the Fantom-G family—set a new standard
for excellence in workstation keyboards, with spectacular sounds and
incredible built-in effect-processing muscle. A beautiful full-color LCD
display and innovative performance features make getting around a pleasure
and make the G6, G7, and G8 a dream to play. For recording, the Fantom-G
contains a powerful 152 MIDI/audio track sequencer. Each Fantom-G can
also host two Roland ARX SuperNATURAL™ cards whose breakthrough
modeling technology provides sounds with amazing sonic detail, expressive
possibilities, and sound-design opportunities.

Clicking or Pressing
As explained in the Power User Control Fantom-G Workshop booklet, you
can perform most operations on the Fantom-G using either a connected
mouse—sold separately—or the Fantom-G’s own front-panel controls.
If you’re using a mouse:

If you’re using the Fantom-G’s controls:
Value dial

Left click

Right click

Each Fantom-G Workshop Series booklet focuses on one Fantom-G topic,
and is intended as a companion to the Fantom G6/G7/G8 Owner’s Manual.
This booklet requires Fantom-G Operating System v1.30 or higher. You can
download the latest Fantom-G O.S. for free from www.RolandUS.com.

About This Booklet
Once you’ve sequenced MIDI tracks and recorded audio tracks in its
powerful sequencer/recorder, the Fantom-G provides a wealth of tools for
refining your music. This booklet explains how to use these tools for editing
a song’s MIDI tracks, audio tracks, and phrases.

Understanding the Symbols in This Booklet
Throughout this booklet, you’ll come across information that deserves
special attention—that’s the reason it’s labeled with one of the following
symbols.

Scroll
wheel

You select parameters and objects with
a left click. You change the selected
parameter’s value by turning the scroll
wheel. You can often display a menu by
right-clicking an object.

You select parameters and objects with the
3, 4, 5, and 6 buttons. Change a
selected parameter’s setting by turning the
Value dial or by pressing DEC and INC.

In any situation, the best method to use is always simply the one that feels
most natural to you.
Going forward, when we want you to click an onscreen button or its
physical counterpart—your choice, of course—we’ll simply tell you to “click”
the button. The same mouse-centric logic will apply to any other virtual
versus physical control issues we encounter. If there’s only one way to do
something, we’ll tell you so. Beyond that, remember that whether you use a
mouse or the Fantom-G’s built-in controls is entirely up to you.

A note is something that adds information about the topic at hand.

A tip offers suggestions for using the feature being discussed.

Warnings contain important information that can help you avoid
possible damage to your equipment, your data, or yourself.
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Editing Songs and Song Tracks

When:

•
The Sequencing and Recording Workshop booklet describes how the
Fantom-G sequencer/recorder works, explaining tracks, playback
events, phrases, samples, and more. If you haven’t read that booklet
yet, we recommend you do so before proceeding with this one.

An unselected phrase

•

About the Song Edit Screen
Song editing takes place on the Song Edit screen. There are a few things
you can do on the Song Play screen—as described in the Sequencing and
Recording Fantom-G Workshop booklet—but by and large, the Song Edit
screen’s the place to go when it’s time to dig into editing a song.

a MIDI-track phrase is selected—it changes from its regular blue to
yellow-orange.

An selected phrase

an audio-track sample is selected—it changes from its usual red-orange
to magenta.

An unselected sample

An selected sample

You can select a phrase or sample using a mouse or the
Fantom-G’s buttons:

•

When you’re using a mouse—click the phrase or sample you
want to edit.

•

When you’re using the front-panel controls—use 6 and 5
to move the yellow-green selection box to the track with
which you want to work, and then use 3 and 4 to jump
from phrase to phrase or sample to sample.
To make things easier to read in the next three sections, when we’re
discussing something that applies to both a phrase and a sample, we’ll
refer simply to them collectively as an “object.”

To display the Song Edit screen:

•

Press the LIST/EDIT SONG button once or twice—until you see
the Song Edit screen, or

•

On the Song Play screen—click F8 (Song Edit).

Selecting Tracks on the Song Edit Screen

Moving Objects on the Song Edit Screen
Here’s how you can move an object around in a song:
1

Select the object you want to move.

2

Hold down the SHIFT button—arrows appear around the object to
show it’s ready to be moved.

Before you can do anything to one of the phrases or samples on the Song
Edit screen, you’ve got to select it.

3

3

To move the object from track to track, hold down SHIFT and use the
6 and 5 buttons or your mouse.

4

To move the object back or forward in time, hold down SHIFT and
move the object using:

•

DEC and INC—to move it by ticks, the finest increment.

•

Value dial—to move it by 16th notes.

•

the 3 and 4buttons—to move it by measures.

Moving an object on the Song Edit screen to a new time location is one
of the few cases where using your mouse probably isn’t your best bet
since it’s not as precise as using the front-panel controls.

Adding Objects to Tracks on the Song Edit Screen

If you’re on a MIDI track, the
Fantom-G shows you a list of the
project’s phrases.
4

Highlight the object you want to insert.

5

Click F8 (Select) to add the object to the selected track at the Now
line’s location.

Here’s how to insert a phrase or sample at the desired location on a track:
1

On the Song Edit screen select the track you want to edit by:

•

clicking its number with your mouse, or

•

using 6 and 5 to select the track.

Clearing Objects from Tracks on the Song Edit Screen
Be sure you really want to delete an object before performing the
following steps, since it’s a quick process you can’t undo except by
manually re-inserting the object.

When a track is selected, it’s enclosed in a yellow-green box.
2

Move the green Now line to the location at which you want to insert
the object using:

•

the Value dial—to move through the song by beats.

•

the and  buttons—to move back and forward, respectively,
through the song by measures.

•

the DEC and INC buttons—to move back and forward, respectively,
through the song by ticks, the finest increment possible.

•

the I3 button—for moving back to the top of the song.
The object is inserted
at the green Now
line’s position onto the
selected track.
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If you’re on an audio track, the
Fantom-G shows you a list of the
project’s samples.

Here’s how to quickly remove an object from a track:
1

On the Song Edit screen, select the object you want to get rid of.

2

Click F2 (Delete) to clear the object from the track it was on.
The selected object
will be deleted.

Deleting a phrase or sample from a track doesn’t remove it from the
project. It’s still in the phrase or sample list should you need it.

At the desired location, click F1 (Insert) to display a pop-up list of
objects appropriate to the track you selected in Step 1.
4

Copying Objects on the Song Edit Screen
You can quickly make a single copy of an object on the Song Edit screen. The
copy is placed on the same track as the original, immediately after it.
1

On the Song Edit screen, select the object you want to copy.

2

Click F3 (Copy) to make a copy of the object at the end of the object
you selected in Step 1.

Original
object

Copy

The copy is placed
immediately after
the original. (After
copying, the new object’s
selected.)

If the object you copy doesn’t end exactly at a bar line, copies you
make using this method are likely to fall out of time with your other
tracks. For greater control over placing copied objects, and to make
multiple copies at a time, use the Track Edit Copy tool in the Song
Utility menu. We’ll start getting into this menu now.

Using the Song Utility Menu
The Song Utility menu, which you can display
by clicking F7 (Song Util) on both the Song Play
and Song Edit screens, contains a number of
useful song-editing tools. We’ll describe these
in the following sections. (We already discussed
the menu’s Save as SMF tool on Page 23 of the
Sequencing and Recording Workshop booklet.)

Zooming and Changing a Track’s Number

The Zoom/Track Order tool performs double duty, allowing you to both
zoom in or out on a song, and change the number—and thus the onscreen
placement—of the currently selected track.
On the Song screens, tracks are always presented in numerical order:
MIDI Tracks 1-16, Audio Tracks 1-24, and then MIDI Tracks 17-128.

To zoom in and out using the Zoom/Track Order tool:
1

2

Select Zoom/Track Order from the Song Utility menu to display the
Zoom/Track Order window, and then use:

•

3—to zoom out on your tracks horizontally.

•

4— to zoom in to your tracks horizontally.

•

5—to zoom out on your tracks vertically.

•

6—to zoom in to your tracks vertically.

Click F8 (Close) when you’re done.

To change a track’s number:
1

If you’re not using a mouse, go to the Song Play or Edit screen and
select the track whose number you want to change. If you are using
a mouse, skip to Step 2.

2

Select Zoom/Track Order from the Song Utility menu to display the
Zoom/Track Order window.

3

If you’re using a mouse, select the track whose number you want to
change behind the Zoom/Track Order window—use the track area’s
scroll handles to move up and down through the tracks. If you’re not
using a mouse, move on to Step 4.

4

Set the Track Order parameter to choose the desired number for the
selected track.

5

Click F8 (Close) when you’re done, or select another track with your
mouse and repeat Steps 4 and 5.
Just a word of explanation for all the mouse/not mouse talk above.
Once you’re on the Zoom/Track Order window, the 5 and 6 buttons
zoom in and out vertically, so they can’t be used for selecting tracks.
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Clearing a Song
To wipe all of the data from a song, select Song Clear from the Song Utility
menu—when the Fantom-G asks if you’re sure, click F7 (OK), or if you change
your mind, F8 (Cancel).

2

Choose Track Name from the
Song Utility menu—the Fantom-G
presents a naming window.

3

Name the track as desired by:

When you use Song Clear, the last-saved version of the song remains in
the project’s song list, from where it can be reloaded. To completely
remove the song from the project, click F1 (Song List) on the Song Play
or Edit screen, select the song, click F4 (Delete Song), and then F7
(OK). This permanently erases the song from the project.

Wiping a Track
You can return a track to its original state—with no objects on it and with its
default name—using the Song utility menu’s Track Clear tool.
When you clear a track, you’re editing the track’s list of objects, not
the objects themselves, as we noted on Page 6 of the Sequencing
and Recording Workshop booklet. The phrases or samples the track
contains remain available in their respective lists.

To use Track Clear:
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•

using QWERTY naming—as
described on Page 4 of the
Power User Control Workshop
booklet.

•

using the Fantom-G’s front panel controls—to move the underline
cursor beneath each character in the displayed default project
name, and turning the Value dial to select each desired character.
You can use F5 (Delete) to erase the current character, and
F6 (Insert) to insert a new character location in front of the
currently selected character.

When you’re done, click F8 (OK).

Inserting Blank Measures in a Song or Track
Track Edit Insert allows you to add silent measures to individual tracks or to
an entire song. Most often, you’ll fill this new space later with new phrases
and/or samples, though you can leave them silent if you want a pause
between music sections.

1

On the Song Play or Edit screen, select the track you want to wipe.

When you use Track Edit Insert, its effect on the track’s objects depends on
where the empty measures are inserted:

2

Choose Track Clear from the Song Utility menu.

•

3

When the Fantom-G asks if you’re sure, click F7 (OK), or to abort the
operation, F8 (Cancel).

Objects before the inserted empty measures—play at their original
locations. If playback is already underway when the empty measures
begin, it continues over the empty measures.

•

Objects at the same location as the empty measures are inserted—are
moved back in time by the length of the inserted empty measures.

•

Objects after the inserted empty measures—are moved back in time by
the length of the inserted empty measures.

Renaming a Track
By default, MIDI tracks are named for the sound they use when they’re first
sequenced; audio tracks are named for their first sample. You’ll find working
on a song easier if you assign more meaningful names to your tracks. To
name a track:
1

On the Song Play or Edit screen, select the track you want to
rename.

Inserted empty measures

Stays put

Plays to its end

Moved back
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To use Track Edit Insert:
1

On the Song Play or Song Edit screen, select Track Edit Insert from the
Song Utility menu to open the Track Edit Insert window.

You can also quickly get to this window by holding down SHIFT on the
Song Edit screen, and then clicking F9 (TrackEdit Ins).
2

Removing Measures from a Song or Track
Track Edit Delete allows you to remove measures from a track. The operation’s
effect on the track’s objects depends on what’s being removed.

•

Objects before the removed measures—play at their original locations.
Playback continues past the point at which the measures have been
removed, unless you’re shortening the song. If you take measures off
the end of a song where a phrase or sample is in the process of playing
back, playback stops at the new song end.

•

Objects in measures that are removed—are also deleted from the song.

•

Objects after the inserted empty measures—are moved forward in time
by the length of the removed measures.
Removed measure(s)

Set the first half of the Source Track parameter—it’s selected in the
illustration above—to the type of track in which you want to insert
blank measures. You can select:

•

ALL—to insert blank measures for the entire song by adding it to
all of the song’s tracks.

•

MIDI—to select a MIDI track.

•

Audio—to select an audio track.

•

Tempo—to select the song’s tempo track.

3

If you selected MIDI or Audio in Step 2, set the second half of the
Source Track parameter to the specific track you want.

4

Set Measure to the place at which you want to start inserting blank
space.

5

Set For to the number of measures you want to insert. As you adjust
this value, the screen behind the Track Edit Insert window shows you
graphically the measures you’ll be adding.

6

Set Beat to the time signature you’d like the blank measures to use.

7

Click F8 (Execute) to insert the blank measures, or F7 (Cancel) if you
decide not to.

Stays put

Stays put

Moves forward

To use Track Edit Delete:
1

On the Song Play or Song Edit screen, select Track Edit Delete from
the Song Utility menu to open the Track Edit Delete window.

You can also quickly get to this window by holding down SHIFT on the
Song Edit screen, and then clicking F10 (TrackEdit Del).
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2

Set the first half—highlighted in the previous illustration—of the
Source Track parameter to the type of track from which you want to
delete a section. You can select:

•

ALL—to remove a chunk of the entire song by deleting it from
all of the song’s tracks.

•

MIDI—to select a MIDI track.

•

Audio—to select an audio track.

•

Tempo—to select the song’s tempo track.

To use Track Edit Copy:
1

3

If you selected MIDI or Audio in Step 2, set the second half of the
Source Track parameter to the specific track you want.

4

Set Measure to the starting of the first measure you want to delete.

5

Set For to the number of measures you want to remove. As you adjust
this value, the screen behind the Track Edit Insert window shows you
the amount of blank space you’ll be deleting.

6

If you copy measures in track to a destination location that already
contains objects, anything currently in that location is replaced by the
copied measures.

Click F8 (Execute) to delete the measures, or F7 (Cancel) to abort the
process.

You can also get quickly to this window by holding down SHIFT on the
Song Edit screen, and clicking F11 (TrackEdit Copy).
2

Copying a Portion of a Track
Track Edit Copy allows you to re-use a portion of a track elsewhere in a song.
Since you can make multiple copies with this tool, it provides an easy way to
build out the entire structure of a song or the remainder of a track. Whether
or not a track’s objects are copied along with the track section depends on
the measures being copied.

•

Objects before the copied measures—are not copied, even if they’re still
playing back in the measures being copied.

•

Objects in measures that are copied—are copied to the new song
location.

•

Objects after the inserted empty measures—aren’t copied.
Measure(s) copied

Stays put

Original

Copy

Stays put

On the Song Play or Song Edit screen, select Track Edit Copy from the
Song Utility menu to open the Track Edit Copy window.

Set the first half of the Source Track parameter—it’s selected in the
illustration above—to the type of track from which you want to copy
some measures. You can select:

•

ALL—to copy a chunk of the entire song by grabbing it from all
of the song’s tracks.

•

MIDI—to select a MIDI track.

•

Audio—to select an audio track.

•

Tempo—to select the song’s tempo track.

3

If you selected MIDI or Audio in Step 2, set the second half of the
Source Track parameter to the specific track you want.

4

Set Src Measure (“Source Measure”) to the start of the first measure
you want to copy.

5

Set For to the number of measures you want to copy. As you adjust
this value, the screen behind the Track Edit Copy window shows you
the measures you’ll be copying.

6

Set Dst Measure (“Destination Measure”) to the measure at which you
want the copied measure(s) placed.
8

7

Set Copy Times to the number of copies you want pasted end-to-end
at the destination location.

8

Click F8 (Execute) to perform the operation, or F7 (Cancel) if you
decide not to.

•

beat track—choose Beat Track from the Song Play or Edit screen’s Song
Utility menu to display the beat track’s Microscope window.

Editing the Song Tempo or Time Signature
Both a song’s tempo and its time signature live on their own dedicated tracks
within the song:

•

The tempo track—contains all of the song’s tempo settings. Whether
you’ve set one tempo for the song, or recorded changes as the song
plays as described on Page 14 of the Sequencing and Recording booklet,
all of your tempo information resides on the song’s tempo track.

•

The beat track—contains all of the song’s time-signature information.
A song can remain in one time signature throughout, or use different
time signatures, called “beats” in this context, in different sections.

Both the tempo track and beat track can be edited, allowing you to alter
existing tempo and beat events, move them, add new events, or delete
them. Since you edit both tracks using the same methods, we’ll discuss them
together.

The two Microscope editors are pretty much the
same. (We’ll see a similar screen for editing other
phrase data later.) At the right of the screen is a
list of tempo or beat-change events.
Each event in the tempo and beat event lists
contains three types of information:
The event type

To display the:

•

The event type and
time are read-only. The
remaining information
can be edited.

tempo track—select Tempo Track from the Song Play or Edit screen’s
Song Utility menu. This opens the tempo track’s Microscope window.

The time location
of the event

The tempo or time signature at that
location. (Here, it’s the time signature.)

The green Now line in the left half of the screen shows where the currently
selected event is placed, providing some graphic feedback when you want
to move an existing event or create a new one. You can toggle an expanded
view of this area on and off using the F6 button.
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To Edit an Existing Event’s Tempo or Time Signature
1

2

On the tempo or beat Microscope screen, select the:

•

tempo event—and press 4 once. The tempo becomes
highlighted. Turn the Value dial to set the tempo for this event
as desired.

•

beat-change event—and press 4 once. The time-signature
numerator becomes highlighted. Turn the Value dial to set the
numerator as desired. To set the denominator, press 4 again,
and then turn the Value dial to select the desired denominator
value.

To finalize the edit, select another event or the special End of Data
event that’s always available.

To Create a New Tempo or Beat-Change Event
1

On the tempo or beat Microscope screen, click F1 (Create) to display
the first Create Event window.

To Remove an Event
1

On the tempo or beat Microscope screen, select the event you want
to delete.
Before performing the following step, be sure you really want to delete
the tempo or beat, since it’s a process you can’t undo other than by
manually recreating the erased event.

2

Click F2 (Erase)—the selected event is deleted.

To Move a Tempo or Beat-Change Event
1

On the tempo or beat Microscope screen, select the event you want
to move to a new location.

2

Click F3 (Move) to open the Move Event window.

3

Enter the desired new location for the event, in
measures, beats, and ticks.

4

Click F8 (Execute) to move the selected event, or
F7 (Cancel) to abort the process.

Copying and Pasting a Tempo or Beat-Change Event
The First Create Event window
for the tempo track.

The First Create Event window
for the beat track.

You can copy and paste a tempo event or beat-change event the same way
you would words in a word processor. Here’s how:

2

Click F8 (Execute) to display the second Create
Event window.

1

On the tempo or beat Microscope screen, select the event you want
to copy.

3

Enter the measure, beat, and tick at which you
want the new event placed.

2

Click F4 (Copy)—“Copy Event” appears momentarily onscreen, and
the Place button lights to show it’s become active.

4

Click F8 (Execute) to finish creating the new tempo or beat event at
the specified location, or click F7 (Cancel) to halt the operation.

3

Click F5 (Place) to display the Place Event screen.

4

Enter the location at which you want to paste the
copied event, in measures, bars, and beats.

5

Click F8 (Execute) to place the event, or F7 (Cancel)
to leave the window.
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Editing Phrases
Working with Phrases from the Outside
The Phrase List Screen

On the Phrase List screen you’ll find tools for working with entire phrases. To
display the screen, press SONG once or twice until you see the Song Play
screen, and then click F3 (Phrase List).

The Phrase Utility Menu
Click F3 (Utility Menu) to show the Phrase Utility Menu, which contains a
handful of useful phrase utilities:
Menu item:

This:

How to Use It:

Save All

saves all of the phrases
in the phrase list in
a single operation in
their current form.
This tool’s handy when
you’ve been working on
a bunch of phrases.

Select Save All from the
Phrase Utility menu, and
then click F7 (OK).

Delete Phrase

clears the currently
selected phrase from
the project.

Select the phrase you
want to clear, select
Delete Phrase from the
Phrase Utility menu, and
then click F7 (OK).

Duplicate

adds a copy of the
currently selected
phrase to the project
and phrase list. (The
copied phrase has
the same name as
the original with its
location number added
to the end.)

Select the phrase you
want to duplicate, select
Duplicate Phrase from the
Phrase Utility menu, and
then click F7 (OK).

Save as SMF

converts the currently
selected phrase to
an SMF (“Standard
MIDI File), and saves
the SMF to a memory
location of your
choosing.

1. Select the phrase you
want to convert to an
SMF.
2. Select Save as SMF
from the Phrase Utility
menu.
3. See “Saving a Song as
an SMF” on Page 23
of the Sequencing and
Recording Workshop
booklet for the
remaining instructions.

All of your current project’s phrases appear in the phrase list, loaded
and ready for use. When you’ve added new material to a phrase, or
edited it, a checkmark appears next to it to show that the phrase
is different from the version that’s saved in Internal memory or on
your USB stick.

Reverting to the Saved Version of an Edited Phrase
If you’ve changed a phrase and would like to restore it to its saved version,
select the phrase, and then click F1 (Load). This tool acts like the Revert menu
item in many computer programs.

Quickly Saving a Phrase in the Current Project
When you’ve changed a phrase and would like to save your changes, select
the phrase, and then click F2 (Save). You can also save a phrase using the
WRITE button, but this way is quicker since you avoid the naming screens
and so on. (On the other hand, you can’t rename a phrase this way.)
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Auditioning the Currently Selected Phrase
To listen to the currently selected phrase, click F7 (Preview).

The main area of the Phrase Edit screen shows you an overview of the
currently selected phrase’s note data. In the upper-right is a set of clickable
transport buttons you may find handy if you’re using a mouse.
REWIND FAST-FORWARD PLAY

In order for the phrase to play its intended sounds, you’ll need to first
make sure the studio set it uses is selected.

F8 (Edit Phrase)
Clicking this button takes you inside the currently selected phrase for
editing. We’ll explain what you can do inside phrases in the next section.

Working Inside Phrases
When you want to edit the contents of a phrase, you’ve got to first select it.
There are three ways to do this. You can:

•

select the phrase on a track—while you’re on the Song Edit screen.

•

select the phrase from the phrase list—on the Phrase List screen.

•

select it from the Phrase Edit screen—as we’ll describe below.

To get to the phrase-editing tools, go to the:

•

Phrase List window—and click F8 (Edit Phrase).

•

Song Edit screen—and click F4 (Edit Phrase).

TOP

STOP

REC

You can play the current phrase using the Fantom-G’s standard physical
transport buttons, too, if you like, or if you’re not using a mouse. And you
can listen to the phrase by clicking F7 (Preview). Your playback location
within the phrase is shown in a counter at the middle-top of the Phrase Edit
screen.
If you haven’t yet selected the phrase you want to edit, you can do that
here by dialing it in as the value of the Phrase Number/Name parameter in
the upper left-hand corner of the screen. (Of course you’ll need to know its
name or number.)
At the bottom of the Phrase Edit screen you’ll find the Fantom-G’s tools for
editing phrases. Here’s what they do and how they work.

Either way, you’ll be taken to the Phrase Edit screen.

F1 (Clear)

The Phrase Edit Screen

If you’d like to empty-out the current phrase of data without deleting the
phrase itself—such as when you’re already using it on a track—click F1
(Clear), and then F7 (OK) to confirm your intentions before proceeding.

F2 (Save)
To quickly save the selected phrase into the current project, click F2 (Save).
This is something you’ll want to do as you refine a phrase with your editing,
since it captures your latest improvements.
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F6 (Phrase Beat)
To change the selected phrase’s time signature, click F6 (Phrase Beat) to
open the Phrase Beat window, where you can select the desired numerator
and denominator, and then click F7 (OK) to confirm your change.

•

Measure—This parameter sets the location in the phrase at which the
Phrase Modify tool begins working.

•

For—This sets the number of measures to be modified, starting at the
bar location selected with the Measure parameter.
To use a Phrase Modify tool over an entire phrase, set Measure to 001
and For to All.

The Phrase Modify Menu
The Phrase Modify menu contains the bulk of
the Fantom-G’s phrase-editing tools.
A phrase can contain a wide assortment of data,
since Mix-mode sequencing allows you to pack
all sorts of stuff into a single phrase. No problem,
though: The Fantom-G provides a wealth of
Phrase Modify tools. To use one on the currently
selected phrase, choose the tool from the Phrase
Modify menu, set its parameters as desired, and
then click F8 (Execute), or F7 (Cancel) if you
decide not to perform the edit.

•

•

Status—A number of the Phrase Modify tools can operate on a range
of MIDI data types. This parameter sets the kind of data to be modified.
You can select:

•

ALL—to modify all types of data.

•

Note—to modify only notes.

•

Poly Aftertouch, Control Change, Program Change, Channel
Aftertouch, Pitch Bend, System Exclusive, Tune Request—to modify
just the selected type of controller data.

Range Min, Max—These two parameters typically set the lowest and
highest keys, respectively, to be modified.

Frequently Used Phrase Modify Parameters
While each of the Phrase Modify menu’s tools has its own way of working,
certain parameters appear in many of them. Rather than explaining the
same things over and over in the following sections, here are the parameters
you’ll see time and time again among the Phrase Modify tools.
When you’re using the Copy tool, the following shared parameters have
a slightly different meaning. When we discuss the Copy tool, we’ll
explain exactly how they work in that context.

•

Part Group—This parameter lets you modify data only for a specific type
of part. Select the type of part you want to modify by setting Part Group
to Internal, EXP 1, EXP 2, External. If you’d like to modify data belonging
to all of the phrase’s parts, set it to All.

•

Ch—This parameter allows you to target a specific MIDI channel’s data
for modifying. If a phrase contains only the data for a single part, or if
you want to modify data on all MIDI channels in a single operation, set
Ch to All (Ch1-Ch16).

You can set Range Min and Max by dialing in the desired value, or
by selecting each parameter and touching the desired key on the
keyboard. Be sure to set Range Min to a lower key than Range Max.

When a tool also has a Status parameter, Range Min and Max do
different things, depending on the Status value. When Status is set to:

•

ALL, Channel Aftertouch, Pitch Bend, System Exclusive, Tune
Request—Range Min and Max are inactive.

•

Note or Poly Aftertouch—Range Min and Max set the lowest key
and highest key whose data is modified. (You can set Range
Min and Max using the Value dial or by selecting each, and then
touching the desired key on the keyboard.)

•

Control Change—they set the highest- and lowest-numbered,
respectively, Control Change messages to be modified.

•

Program Change—Range Min and Max set the highest and
lowest, respectively, Program Change numbers to be modified.
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Quantize

In order for the TEMPLATE setting to work correctly, your notes have to
be at least close to having been played with rhythmic accuracy. If you
have trouble using templates, try using grid quantizing first to fix any
problems in the original performance.

For an explanation of what quantizing is, see Pages 12 and 13 of the
Sequencing and Recording Workshop booklet.

The Quantize tool allows you to correct or change the timing of sequenced
notes.

•

•

The Quantize parameters are:

•

Part Group—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

Ch—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

Measure—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

For—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

Quantize Type—Use this parameter to select the type of quantizing you
want to perform. You can set it to:

•

GRID—This moves your sequenced notes to the nearest beat
value selected with the Resolution parameter.

•

SHUFFLE—This moves 1/8th or 1/16th notes located between
1/4 notes forward or backward in time to add a “swing” feel.

•

TEMPLATE—The Fantom-G ships with 71 pre-configured
quantizing setups, or “groove templates,” for various music
types in 4/4 time. If you’d like to use one, set Quantize Type to
TEMPLATE.

Resolution—With:

•

grid quantizing—this sets the beat value to which notes are
moved. You can select 1/32(ß), 1/24(¶3), 1/16(¶), 1/12(•3), 1/8(•),
1/6(§3) or 1/4(§).

•

shuffle quantizing—you can select 1/8th notes or 16th notes for
shifting forward or back in time.

•

templates—you select a template with this parameter. For a
list of the templates, see Page 241 in the Fantom-G Owner’s
Manual.

Strength/Timing—These parameters set the amount of quantizing to
be applied. (With a Template setting, the parameter’s name changes to
“Timing.”) When Quantize Type is set to:

•

GRID—a setting of 100% moves notes exactly to the selected
beat value. Lower values make the quantizing more subtle.

•

SHUFFLE—a setting of 50% leaves the notes where they are.
Lower values move them forward, and higher values shift them
back. A setting of 0% moves even-numbered 1/8th or 1/16th
notes all the way forward to the previous odd-numbered
1/8th or 1/16th notes. 100% moves them to the following oddnumbered 1/8th or 1/16th notes. For maximum “swing,” use
settings of 75% or 25%.

•

TEMPLATE—a setting of 100% moves notes exactly to the beats
in the template. For less extreme quantizing, try lower values.

•

Status—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

Range Min, Max—(See the explanation of these parameters on Page
13.)
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Erase
The Erase tool allows you to remove notes or controller data from a phrase.

The Delete parameters are:

•

Measure—This parameter selects the first measure to be deleted.

•

For—This parameter determines the number of measures to be deleted,
starting with the one selected as the Measure value.

Copy
You can copy data from one area of a phrase and paste it into another using
the flexible Copy tool.

The Erase parameters are:

•

Part Group—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

Ch—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

Measure—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

For—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

Status—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

The Copy parameters are:

•

Range Min, Range Max—(See the explanation of these parameters on
Page 13.)

•

Part Group—This parameter allows you to copy data from a specific
type of part. To do this, set Part Group to Internal, EXP 1, EXP 2, External.
Set it to All if you’d like to copy data from all of your parts.

•

Ch—This parameter lets you copy a specific MIDI channel’s data. If a
phrase contains only data for one part, or if you want to copy data from
all of the phrase’s MIDI channels, set Ch to All (Ch1-Ch16).

•

Src Measure (“Source Measure”)—This selects the first measure to be
copied.

•

For—This selects the number of measures to be copied, beginning with
the source measure.

•

Dst Measure—This sets the measure at which the copied data is to be
pasted.

Delete
The Delete tool allows you to remove unwanted measures from a phrase.
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•

•

Copy Mode—This chooses the way in which pasted data interacts with
any data already at the Dst Measure location. You can set it to:

•

MIX—so pasted data is combined with any data already in the
destination location.

•

Replace—so pasted data takes the place of any data already in
the destination location.

Insert
You can add blank measures anywhere in a phrase to extend its length using
the Insert tool.

Copy Times—This parameter allows you to paste your copied data
multiple times end-to-end. Set it to 1 if you’d like to paste only a single
copy, or to the desired number of copies you want.
You can use the Copy Times parameter to take a chunk of music you’d
like to use as the basis for a song—such as a rhythm or repeating lick—
and copy it multiple times to build out the song’s entire structure.

•

•

Status—This parameter sets the kind of data to be copied. Select:

•

ALL—to copy all types of data.

•

Note—to copy only notes.

•

Poly Aftertouch, Control Change, Program Change, Channel
Aftertouch, Pitch Bend, System Exclusive, Tune Request—to copy
only the selected type of controller data.

Range Min, Range Max—This parameter does different things, depending
on the Status value. When Status is set to:

•

ALL, Channel Aftertouch, Pitch Bend, System Exclusive, Tune
Request—these parameters are inactive.

•

Note or Poly Aftertouch—they set the lowest key and highest key
whose notes are copied.

The Insert parameters are:

•

Measure—This parameter selects the measure at which blank measures
are inserted. (New measures share the phrase’s time signature.)

•

For—This sets the number of measures to be inserted at the location set
with the Measure parameter.

Transpose
Use the Transpose tool to change the pitch of sequenced notes.

You can set Range Min and Max by dialing in the desired value, or
by selecting each parameter and touching the desired key on the
keyboard. Be sure to set Range Min to a lower key than Range Max.

•

Control Change—they set the highest- and lowest-numbered,
respectively, Control Change messages to be copied.

•

Program Change—they they set the highest and lowest,
respectively, Program Change numbers to be copied.
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The Transpose parameters are:

The Change Velocity parameters are:

•

Part Group—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

Part Group—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

Ch—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

Ch—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

Measure—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

Measure—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

For—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

For—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

Bias—This parameter sets the amount by which notes are transposed,
in semitone steps. You can lower notes by 127 semitones or raise them
by the 127 semitones.

•

Bias—If you’d like to change all of the selected notes’ velocities by the
same fixed amount, select that amount with this parameter.

•

•

Range Min, Max—(See the explanation of these parameters on Page
13.)

Magnify—Use this parameter to affect notes’ dynamic range relative to
their original velocities. When this is set to a value less than 100%, lower
velocities are raised and higher velocities lowered to smooth out the
notes’ dynamics. With values above 100%, lower velocities are reduced
and higher velocities are increased to exaggerate their dynamic range.

•

Range Min, Max—(See the explanation of these parameters on Page
13.)

Though you may not think of sounds in a rhythm set as having pitches,
each one is assigned to a particular MIDI note number. You can use
the Transpose feature to change the sound of a rhythm-set note by
transposing it to a different note number. This is especially handy
when you want to change one drum sound that appears over and over
in a phrase to another sound—just transpose that note throughout the
phrase up or down to the necessary note number.

Change Velocity
A note’s velocity affects its volume and often its timbre. You can adjust the
velocity values for sequenced notes using the Change Velocity tool.

Change Channel
This tool allows you “re-channelize,” or change the MIDI channel, of selected
data, and to select the part that plays it.
You can use this tool for layering sounds in a song. Duplicate a phrase
on the Phrase List screen and place the copy on its own track. Use the
Change Channel tool to convert the copy’s data to a different MIDI
channel and thus to the part that uses the desired sound.
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The Change Channel parameters are:

•

For—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

Measure—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

•

For—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

Bias—If you’d like to change all of the selected notes’ lengths by the
same fixed amount, select that amount with this parameter.

•

Status—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

•

Range Min, Range Max—(See the explanation of these parameters on
Page 13.)

•

Src Part Group—This parameter selects the type of part whose data you
want to re-channelize, or you can set it to ALL, which re-channelizes the
data for all parts in the phrase.

Magnify—Use this parameter to scale notes’ lengths relative to their
original durations. When this is set to a value less than 100%, shorter
notes are lengthened and longer notes shortened to even-out the
variety of lengths. With values above 100%, shorter notes are shrunk
and longer ones lengthened to increase the variety of note lengths.

•

Range Min, Max—(See the explanation of these parameters on Page
13.)

•

Src Ch—Use this parameter to select the MIDI channel, and thus the part
within the selected part group, whose data you want to re-channelize.

•

Dst Part Group—This select the type of part to which data is to be
converted.

•

Dst Ch—This parameter selects the MIDI channel to which the data is
converted.

Shift Clock
The Shift Clock tool allows you to move events in a phrase backwards or
forwards in time.
One musical use of the Shift Clock tool is to push a snare track back in
time slightly for a more funky feel. To give the snare a more aggressive
feel, you can push it forward in time a bit.

Change Duration
Use the Change Duration tool to change the length of sequenced notes.

The Change Duration parameters are:

•

Part Group—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

Ch—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

Measure—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

The Shift Clock parameters are:

•

Part Group—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

Ch—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

Measure—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

For—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)
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•

Bias—Set the number of ticks by which you want the selected data to
be moved. Move data forward by up to 4800 ticks using positive values,
or back by as many as 4800 ticks using negative values.

•

Status—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

Range Min, Range Max—(See the explanation of these parameters on
Page 13.)

•

Data Thin Time—This parameter seeks out subtle data changes that
occur so quickly they may not actually be noticeable. Use higher Data
Thin Time settings to streamline more slowly occurring changes. Set
the parameter to lower settings to thin out only faster-occurring value
changes.

•

Status—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

Range Min, Range Max—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page
13.)

Data Thin
Some controller data can pile up with no real purpose, making the Fantom-G
work harder than it needs to. The most common of these is aftertouch data
generated by pressing down inadvertently on keys after notes have been
struck. Volume, modulation, and pitch bend data can also accumulate to
a surprising degree. Data Thin allows you streamline your data for optimal
Fantom-G efficiency and performance.

Truncate
When you have extra silent measures at either end of a phrase, Truncate
trims them off for you.

There are no Truncate-tool parameters. It has two readouts that show you
the first and last measures of the phrase as it’ll appear after truncation.
The Data Thin parameters are:

•

Part Group—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

Ch—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

Measure—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

For—(See the explanation of this parameter on Page 13.)

•

Data Thin Value—This parameter can trim out pointlessly similar data.
Neighboring data values that are very similar to each other may not
have much effect, and may therefore not be needed. Use a higher Data
Thin Value setting to trim out more data, or a lower setting to trim out
less.

•

Top —This readout shows the first measure of the phrase as it will be
after using the Truncate tool.

•

End—This shows the end of the phrase after it’s been truncated.
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Microscope Editing
The Fantom-G allows you to edit any note or controller event in a phrase
using the phrase Microscope editor. Once you’ve selected the phrase you
want to edit on the Phrase Edit screen, click F4 (Microscope) to display this
potent editing environment.

At the right of the screen is the event list, where most Microscope work gets
done. Each line in the list represents a single event in the phrase. Each can
be a note event or a controller event. To select an event for editing, click it or
use the 6 and 5 buttons so it’s highlighted in blue—the Now line moves
to the event’s location, and any note at that location is heard.

Customizing Your Event-List View
Since a phrase can contain lots of data, the Fantom-G gives you ways to filter
out stuff you don’t care about at the moment to make things easier to see.
Click F8 (View) to open the View Select window in
which you can choose to show or hide various
types of data. Click F8 (Close) when you’re done
setting up your view.

At the top of the screen, you see a couple of information readouts with the
name of the currently selected phrase and your time location the phrase,
shown in bars beats and ticks. At the upper right are the transport buttons
we introduced on Page 12. Beneath the readouts and transport buttons are
an overview of the phrase’s data.
The lower left-hand part of the screen is taken up by a piano-roll view of the
phrase’s data at your current location—the green Now line shows where
you are at any given moment. At the bottom of the piano roll, you can see
controller data that’s present at the Now line’s current location.

Click F7 (Channel) to reveal the Channel Select
window in which you can use the Part Group
parameter to choose the type of part you want to
see, and the Channel parameter to display only the
data for a particular MIDI channel if you like.

What’s In an Event
Each note and controller event is a strip of information, some of which is
editable. In the following examples, non-editable information is shown with
red arrows, and things you can edit are shown with green arrows.
A note event looks like this:
Location

Type

Part column

Here, we see velocity values since a note is selected.

Here, we see Hold values since a Hold
controller event is selected.
You can toggle a larger view of the piano roll on and off using the F6
button.

MIDI channel

Note number

Velocity

Length

Note lengths are shown—and editable—as bars, beats and ticks.
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A controller event looks like this:
Location

Part column

3

Edit the selected parameter’s value as desired.

4

To edit another parameter, repeat Steps 2 and 3.

When you select another event, the last event’s changes are locked in. When
you leave the Microscope screen, all of your edits are retained.

Creating a New Event
MIDI channel

Controller name

1

On Microscope screen, use the and/or
 to move the Now line to the start of the
measure in which you want to create a new
event.

2

Click F1 (Create) to display the Create Event
window.

3

Highlight the type of event you’d like to
create.

4

Click F8 (Execute) to create a new event of the selected type, or click
F7 (Cancel) to halt the operation.

Controller value

The number of digits you’ll see as the location depends on the event’s
placement. If it’s the first event of a measure, you’ll see measure
number/beat number/tick. If it follows another event in a measure,
you’ll see beat number/tick, as in the examples above. If it’s not the
first event at a beat, you’ll see its location shown in ticks only.

You can see the part group to which an event belongs
in its Part column. Each part group has an icon that
lights to show that an event belongs to it. (In the
pictures above, the events belong to an Internal part.)

Internal External

The newly created event is placed at the location you selected in Step
1. It uses the default values for the type of event it is—you can edit the
event’s values once it’s been created. If the event isn’t exactly where
you want it, you can move it as described on the next page.

Editing an Event
EXP 1

To edit an event:
1

2

EXP 2

Click it with your mouse, or use the 6 and 5 buttons to select
it—when an event’s selected, it appears in blue, or, if you’ve already
been editing event settings, a blue line appears beneath it.
Press 4—the event’s first editable parameter becomes highlighted.

Removing an Event
To erase an event from a phrase:
1

Before performing the following step, be sure you really want to delete
the event, since it’s a process you can’t undo other than by manually
recreating the deleted event.

Here, a note’s MIDI channel is selected for editing.
If you’re not sure which value it is you’ve got selected, look next to
the Part column heading—the Fantom-G’s built-in Help shows you the
currently selected parameter’s name.

Select the event in the event list on the Microscope screen.

2

Click F2 (Erase)—the event is instantly deleted.
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Moving an Event
To move an event to different time location in a phrase:
1

Select the event in the event list on the Microscope screen.

2

Click F3 (Move) to display the Move Event
window.

3

Select the measure, beat, and tick to which you’d
like to move the event.

4

Click F8 (Execute) to move the event.

6

Select the phrase you want to work with. You can select an existing
or new, empty INIT PHRASE.

7

While holding down SHIFT, press REC to display the Step Rec Standby
window.

Copying and Pasting an Event
You can also get to the Step Rec Standby window from the Phrase Edit
screen by clicking F5 (Step Rec.)

1

On the Microscope screen, select the event you want to copy.

2

Click F4 (Copy)—“Copy Event” appears momentarily onscreen.

3

Click F5 (Place) to display the Place Event screen.

In the Step Rec Standby window are two parameters:

4

Enter the location at which you want to paste the
copied event, in measures, bars, and beats.

•

5

Click F8 (Execute) to paste the event.

Step Sequencing
You can sequence by entering notes and chords one-at-a-time on the
keyboard when the sequencer isn’t playing. This is called “step recording,” or,
more accurately, “step sequencing.” Step sequencing can be helpful when
you’re sequencing something hard to play, are looking to create a roboticsounding passage, or are entering notes from a written score.

•

Rec Mode—which sets the way new notes interact with any notes
already sequenced for the selected part. You can set it to:

•

MIX—so new data is combined with anything already sequenced
in the same location.

•

Replace—so new data takes the place of any already-sequenced
data in the same location.

Start Point—sets the time location at which step sequencing is to begin
in the phrase when you click F8 (Start), or press REC.

When you’re done with these parameters, click F8 (Start) or press the REC
button to display the Step Recording screen and start step sequencing.

Preparing to Step Sequence
1

On the Song Play screen, press the LIST/EDIT PATCH button to display
the Part Select window.

2

Select the part you’d like to use for sequencing.

3

If you’d like to assign a different sound to an Internal, EXP 1, or EXP 2
part, set Group, Bank, and Patch Number/Name to select the sound.

4

Click F8 (Close).

5

Click F3 (Phrase List) to show the Phrase List screen.
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In step sequencing, you move forward in time only when you enter a note
or chord on the keyboard. While being on the Step Recording screen means
you’re now step recording, nothing actually happens until you enter a note.

1/32.(ß.),1/16(¶), 1/8T(•3), 1/16.(¶.), 1/8(•), 1/4T(§3), 1/8.(•.), 1/4(§),
1/2T(£3), 1/4.(§.), 1/2(£), 1/1(˚), or 2/1(˝).

•

Gate Time—Gate Time sets the amount of time a note plays
before it stops. If you set it to a shorter value, notes are staccato.
Longer values, up to 100%, extend the note toward the next
step. The default setting is 80%.

•

Input Velo—This sets the velocity of the step’s note(s), and usually
determines the note’s volume. When it’s set to REAL, notes play
back at the velocity at which you entered them. Otherwise, you
can select a specific velocity value, from 1 to 127.

The Step Sequencing Session

You can achieve a machine-like sound by setting Input Velo to the same
value for all of your steps. Less radically, you can use it to make sure
your most important steps—such as the kick and snare in a rhythm
phrase—are at the desired volume.

The Step Sequencing screen shows the data in your phrase in a piano-roll
view. Your current location appears in red in the Rec Position readout. The
green Now line in the piano roll also shows where you are.

2

You can move forward or back through the phrase measure-by-measure
using the  and/or  buttons.

If you make a mistake, you can delete the last-entered note by clicking
F1 (Step Back).

Zoom in or out of the piano roll using the F4 (Zoom In) and F5 (Zoom
Out ) buttons.

You can add a tie to the last note, extending it the length of the
current step, by clicking F2 (Tie). To remove a tie, click F6 (Untie).

Each note or chord you enter is entered as a “step.” Unlike standard realtime
sequencing, the behavior of the note—its beat value, length, and sometimes
volume—are determined by the step’s settings, not how you play the note.

You can move back or forward between steps by clicking F7 (←) and/
or F8 (→). You can also hold down SHIFT and click F7 (←) and F8 (→),
respectively, to move back and forth in the phrase by measures.

Here’s how to step sequence in the currently selected phrase:
1

On the Step Recording screen, set the current step’s parameters:

•

Note Type—This parameter sets the space between this step and
the next one. By default, Note Type is set to 1/8(•), so the next step
will be exactly 1/8th note after the current step.You have the option
of selecting a new Note Type value at each step. The parameter
can be set to 1/64(®), 1/32T(ß3), 1/64.(®.), 1/32(ß), 1/16T(¶3),

Play the desired note or chord on the keyboard—or click F3 (Rest) to
enter a rest for the current step—the step is entered and you move
forward to the next step.

3

Repeat Steps 1 and 2 until you’re done entering all of your notes and/
or chords.

4

Press the STOP button again to finish step sequencing.

5

To sequence additional parts in the phrase, select the desired part,
and repeat Steps 1-4 above.
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About Editing Audio Track Samples
Of course, audio tracks play samples. While we’ve already discussed editing
audio tracks, the editing of samples is far too large a topic to cover in this
book. To learn about editing audio samples, see Page 257 in the Fantom-G
Owner’s Manual. The actual editing of samples is covered starting on Page
266.

The End
We hope you’ve found this workshop helpful. Keep an eye out for other
Fantom-G Workshop booklets available for downloading at www.RolandUS.
com.
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